Mosaic Enterprise Challenge
Get Involved

“TAKING PART IN THE CHALLENGE

HAS INCREASED MY CONFIDENCE
AND I AM NOW ABLE TO EXPRESS
MYSELF BETTER. THE COMPETITION
HAS DEFINITELY MADE ME MORE
INTERESTED IN BUSINESS. I WANT TO
BE AN ENGINEER. I PLAN TO WORK
FOR A COMPANY FOR A WHILE AND
THEN ONE DAY SET UP MY OWN
BUSINESS.

”

DANISH JAVED, 15
ST BEDE’S
CATHOLIC
GRAMMAR
SCHOOL,
YORKSHIRE

About Mosaic
Mosaic, an initiative of The Prince’s
Trust, was founded by HRH The
Prince of Wales in 2007 to create
opportunities for young people of all
backgrounds growing up in our most
deprived communities. The Mosaic
Enterprise Challenge is a fully-funded
annual business competition that
helps thousands of young people
(aged 11-16 years old) increase their
aspirations, confidence, self-belief and
self-motivation by having relevant and
effective role-models to look up to and
engage with.

Why should you work
with Mosaic’s Enterprise
Challenge Competition?
➔ DoE Statutory Guidance. Mosaic’s
mentoring programmes have been
positively recognised and cited as
exemplar practice in the 2016/17
Department of Education’s statutory
guidance on careers advice.
➔ Supporting YOUR Teaching.
Our programme is designed to
provide an engaging and exciting
mentoring programme that will
inspire young people (11 – 16 year
olds) to get involved and help raise
their education and job aspirations
whilst boosting their confidence,
self-belief and employability. The
Enterprise Challenge competition is
particularly suited to those students
studying business and enterprise.
➔ Diversity of Mentors. Each year
our team of fully trained volunteer
mentors go into Secondary Schools
like yours and act as role-models.
The mentors come from a wide
range of cultural and business
backgrounds so that the students
can aspire to careers in a range
of different sectors whilst relating
to a role-model with a similar
background to theirs.

➔ Boosting Social Mobility. Mosaic
places fully-trained mentors with
professional backgrounds into
our schools, with 80% of our
beneficiaries from 20% of the
most deprived wards in the UK.
We help expand their connections
and broaden their life and career
options.
➔ You are Mosaic. Without our
schools partners, Mosaic would
not have reached the 8,246 young
people it did last year with the help
of 1,466 volunteer mentors. We rely
on your commitment and passion
for our cause.

“

THIS PARTNERSHIP WITH MOSAIC
HAS NOT ONLY WIDENED STUDENTS’
HORIZONS, BUT HAS RAISED
THEIR ASPIRATIONS, AMBITIONS
AND ATTAINMENT – WHICH WAS
REFLECTED IN OUR OUTSTANDING
OFSTED GRADING. THE EXCEPTIONAL
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM MOSAIC
BUSINESS MENTORS WHO VOLUNTEER
THEIR TIME AND EXPERIENCE MAKE
A REAL DIFFERENCE AND CONTINUES
TO CHANGE LIVES.

”

DR SAIMA RANA,
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL,
WESTMINSTER ACADEMY

Mosaic does not charge for its services, but does expect the support of staff in the organisation with
which we partner to help ensure the smooth delivery of our programmes.
For further information about how Mosaic can help your pupils and school, please call 020 3828 9620
or email mosaic@princes-trust.org.uk or visit us at www.mosaicnetwork.co.uk/programmes

